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Crucial Teams Videos July 8–10: List of Audition Suggestions 
Version 1, June 21, 2024 
 
 
People, Not Dots (Video #003) 

• Sarah (name may change after casting) 
o Talking to a coworker—positive, but then maybe some puzzlement and 

disagreement. Later, working on her own at her computer, pause for 
introspection, then subtle positive realization.  

• Gabriel (name may change after casting) 
o Working on his own. Positive conversation with coworker. Then giving some 

expert advice. Maybe some disagreement about a direction a project is 
going.  

 
Forgiving Ourselves (Video #011) 

• Tamra (name may change after casting) 
o Working at her desk, she’s busy but capable, always professional. Phone call. 

Conversation with coworker—positive chit-chat, giving instructions on a 
project, some disagreement about the direction a project is going, making a 
decision and giving some quick expert advice.  

o Working in conference room, sees someone she dislikes, hard to hide 
disgust. Later, some arguing during the meeting, starts small but gets bigger 
(not yelling, but still heated).  

o Later, a difficult, important conversation that has some disagreement in it 
but then some mutual understanding—getting things off chest and also 
listening intently.  

• Janet (name may change after casting) 
o Working at her desk, she’s busy but capable, always professional. Phone call. 

Conversation with coworker—positive chit-chat, giving instructions on a 
project, some disagreement about the direction a project is going, making a 
decision and giving some quick expert advice.  

o Working in conference room, sees someone she dislikes, hard to hide 
disgust. Later, some arguing during the meeting, starts small but gets bigger 
(not yelling, but still heated).  

o Later, a difficult, important conversation that has some disagreement in it 
but then some mutual understanding—getting things off chest and also 
listening intently.  

• Facilitator  
o Teaching a class of businesspeople. He is an expert in his field—professional 

with some warmth. Asks a question, listens to answers. Later has a 
meaningful conversation with one of the people in the class, he’s a good 
listener.  
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360 Feedback (Video #006) 
• Nora 

o Reading a report of her performance, mostly good comments, but then gets 
to a few comments that are critical. Maybe there’s a little surprise, 
confusion, taking offense. Then some healthy introspection. Reframing the 
criticism as constructive, seeing how she can make some changes. Later 
having a positive conversation with a coworker about the next steps on a 
project.  

  


